
by Paddy Baker, writing for Coindesk

Ethereum miners earned over six times more in fees compared to those on Bitcoin in

September. Glassnode data shows ETH's total transaction fees stood at an all-time

high of $166 mln for the month – far more than the $26 mln taken in Bitcoin fees.
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The University of Cambridge has conducted an extensive survey called the

“3rd Global Cryptoasset Benchmarking Study“, which provides many new facts

about the world of cryptocurrencies. One of the most interesting findings is

the fact that on average 39% of POW miners are currently using renewable

energy.

UP TO 39% OF PROOF-OF-WORK MINING
IS POWERED BY RENEWABLE ENERGY

by Haris Elias, writing for T_HQ

Last week, the European Union announced a major step to regulating

cryptocurrency assets within the bloc, which could break this deadlock and lay

the groundwork for the wider uptake of the advantages of cryptocurrency by

individuals and businesses, while protecting financial markets.

HOW ‘LEGITIMIZING’ CRYPTOCURRENCY
COULD BENEFIT BUSINESSES

by Turner Wright, writing
for Cointelegraph

A Bitcoin services startup

based in South America

has just launched the first

Bitcoin node connected to

the Blockstream satellite

network within Venezuela.

The launch of the node

will keep the Bitcoin

(BTC) blockchain updated

for Venezuela users

without being dependent

on a local internet

connection.

VENEZUELA
SEES ITS FIRST
BLOCKSTREAM
BITCOIN
SATELLITE NODE

by Matey Salt, writing for CCNews24
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Shenzhen’s stock exchange, one of the biggest exchanges in the Asia-Pacific

region, announced that they have co-launched a blockchain solution for trading

with unlisted private-sector companies. This new platform was created as part

of the Beijing Regional Trading Center.

SHENZHEN’S STOCK EXCHANGE IS PREPARING
TO LAUNCH BLOCKCHAIN-POWERED TRADES
by Felipe Erazo, writing for Cointelegraph

by Danny Nelson, writing for Coindesk

The Atari Group, the company behind such classic video games as Pac-man,

will begin publicly selling its Atari Token (ATRI) cryptocurrency in early

November.

ATARI PLANS NOVEMBER PREMIERE
FOR VIDEO GAME CRYPTOCURRENCY

by Turner Wright, writing for Cointelegraph

According to a report from Israeli news outlet Globes, Knesset members MK

Oded Forer, Yevgeny Soba, Yulia Malinovsky, and Alex Kushnir proposed on

Sept. 22 that the government body amend existing tax law so that digital

currencies like Bitcoin (BTC) would not be subject to capital gains taxes.

ISRAELI REGULATORS PROPOSE BITCOIN
BE TAXED AS A CURRENCY, NOT AN ASSET

by Ian Allison, writing for Coindesk

Announced Wednesday, Energy Web, a non-profit focused on decentralized

approaches to decarbonizing the grid, wants to show how a large blockchain

platform can switch to a zero-carbon footprint. To start with, the organization is

teaming up with San Francisco-based Ripple and the XRP Ledger Foundation.

ENERGY WEB IS STARTING WITH RIPPLE IN
ITS BID TO MAKE CRYPTO PROVABLY GREEN

by Guest Contributor,
writing for Coin Geek

The global COVID-19

pandemic and the

resultant lockdowns and

shelter-at-home orders,

which shuttered casinos

and brick-and-mortar

betting stores, could

prove to be the tipping

point for online gaming

and gambling.

BLOCKCHAIN
SUPPORTS
SURGE IN ONLINE
GAMBLING AND
GAMING

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

Changpeng Zhao, the CEO

and founder of Binance,

discusses Bitcoin, Binance,

bull market, centralization,

decentralization and more.

Check the Untold Stories

podcast here.
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